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Sensor (WIT100)

GE Current, a Daintree Company offers a
complete portfolio of wireless controls options for a
wide variety of customer situations and needs. For
application spaces in need of a system that is simple,
easy to install, and code complaint, Current offers
Daintree EZ Connect, our mobile app based wireless
controls system that provides zonal control and
commissioning of lighting systems.
Daintree EZ Connect controls a localized zone or
group of lighting fixtures for greater savings and
occupant comfort. This wireless solution allows a
zone of adjacent fixtures to communicate with each
other directly, without need for a
separate hub, gateway or cloud-based
operating system. Each fixture has an
imbedded wireless sensor;
Zone
(WIT100 or LNA kit). The zone
1
of lighting fixtures can be
set-up (or “commissioned”)
and controlled via the
Daintree EZ Connect app,
which can be downloaded
on the Apple® App Store.
Zone

No major
rewiring

Zone

3

Zone

5

Zone

2

Easy & quick
installation

When one sensor senses a person is close by it
turns the light up to 100% and tells the others
nearby it has done so. The adjacent fixtures
can be programmed to respond by turning
themselves down to 30%, saving energy without
leaving the person in an isolated pool of light in
an otherwise darkened room. After the space is
vacated, a time delay turns the lights off. Light
levels, like high end or low end trim levels can
be customized based.

4

Wireless

Easy commissioning
with the app

Zone

6

No batteries
to replace

Daintree™ EZ Connect | App Based, Zonal Lighting Controls
Designed to group fixtures that communicate and work in concert with each other wirelessly.
Wireless lighting controls are setup and controlled by the Daintree EZ Connect app, easily downloaded
via mobile phone.

Create Room or Zone
Daintree EZ Connect app will
search for wireless devices (nodes)
and can group the devices to
work together. The Daintree EZ
Connect app searches for devices
that are closest in proximity to the
phone making commissioning
easy and intuitive.

Add Devices
Additional devices, like wall
switches can easily be added or
removed so the zones work in
concert with each other.
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Set Dimming Levels
Lighting performance can be
customized based on the task at
hand. Settings like high and low
trim levels, settling time, sensitivity
or daylight harvesting can be
easily adjusted in the Daintree
EZ Connect app.
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